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The

Magazine
History Scotland is edited by author and lecturer
Dr Allan Kennedy of the University of Dundee. The bi-monthly
magazine reflects current thinking, the latest research and new
discoveries, and is written by Scotland’s leading historians,
archaeologists and museum curators.

History Scotland provides fascinating features on
topics from all branches and periods of Scottish
history and archaeology.

The magazine reflects the growing interest in Scottish history
and identity. Above all it seeks to bring the subject to the
widest possible readership both nationally and internationally,
in an engaging, enjoyable way.
The magazine is a must-have resource for anyone interested in
Scottish family history or local history, with exclusive columns
in each issue from National Records Scotland and the Scottish
Genealogy Society. 2021 is History Scotland’s 20th anniversary
and we’re excited to be launching several new projects,
including a witchcraft podcast, Jacobite research series and a
major series on the second war of independence.
The magazine currently has a circulation of 7,000.
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“I read avidly and always find something of interest.
I think it does a splendid job.”
- Alistair Mutch, Nottinghamshire
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Brand reach
Current reach:
Website:
Magazine:
Digital editions:
Social Media:
E-newsletter:
Podcasts:
Push Notifications:

30,343
7,000
1,356
70,424
5,509
1,703
3,715

Total Reach

120,050
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More than just a magazine, History Scotland also reaches
thousands of enthusiastic readers via our website, social
media, e-newsletters and digital edition ...
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Our audience
Readers: ABC1
Men (64%), Women (36%)
Over the age of 55 (61%)
History Scotland is the only magazine that focuses specifically
on Scottish history throughout the ages. It’s varied content
means that it appeals to everyone from the enthusiastic to
the academic.
Reader Interests: Local history, reading, museums,
history, archaeology, walking, family tree research
Reader memberships: National Trust (Scotland)
Historic Environment Scotland, regional family history groups
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Rates
& Specs
Position

Size (mm)
303 x 216 (Bleed)
296 x 210 (Trim)
274 x 190 (Text area)

Outside back cover £1313
Inside front cover £1155
Inside back cover £1050

Full page

303 x 216 (Bleed)
296 x 210 (Trim)
274 x 190 (Text area)

£1050

Half page

130 x 190 (Landscape)
274 x 94 (Portrait)

£683

1/3 page

90 x 190 (Portrait)

£578

1/4 page

130 x 90 (Portrait)

£473

1/8 page

62.5 x 92 (Landscape)

£184

Classified

Inserts

£42 per month
Cost
£46 per thousand

Brochure inserts (under 40 grams) £63 per thousand
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Full
page
1/2
page

Trim or 3mm Bleed

Trim

Web Directory

Flyer inserts (under 10 grams)

1/4
page

Cost

Covers

£10.50 per single column cm

1/8
page

Bleed

“I love the magazine, and always look
forward to each new issue!”
“I have enjoyed the issues since subscribing …
Please continue informing me of Scottish history.”
Sales Manager: Sarah Hopton on 0113 200 2925 / 07590 880477
sarah.hopton@warnersgroup.co.uk
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The website

Leaderboard 728x90

After its re-design in 2019 History Scotland is quickly becoming one of
the country’s most popular websites for Scottish History, Family History
and Archealogy.
2020 has seen evolutionary online events together with collaboration with
our sister brand Family Tree.
The site, which serves as the online home for History Scotland articles, podcasts
and much more currently attracts 30,000 unique visitors each month and traffic
is continually being increased through regular activity on our enewsletters and
social media pages, including Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Instagram, which
together have more than 70,000 followers.

Wide

Skyscraper

160x600

Opportunities to be included on all of the above platforms are available.
Website Ad

Size

Cost

Leader board

90 x 728

£300 per month

Wide Skyscraper

600 x 160

£250 per month

Enhanced Event Listing

£50 (4 weeks)

Hyperlink

£20 per issue

MPU

300 x 250

£250 per month

Social Media Post

£100

Blog/Sponsored content

£375
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E-newsletter
Our Regular enewsletter is sent out to nearly 5,500 and
this number increases every month.
Our readers are keen to discover more about Scotland’s
heritage and culture and an impressive 41% of recipients
engage with the e-mail newsletter (the industry standard
is a 20% open rate).
Reach your core target audience by promoting your
products or services on these exclusive enewsletters.
E-newsletter package

Size

Cost

Standard (top slot)

Top slot

£200

Standard

Single promotional slot

£175

Bespoke E-newsletter

Exclusive to client - up to
4 slots

£899

Bespoke e blast

Exclusive to client - one
slot only

£599

E-newsletter Banner &
Hyperlink

650 pixels x 350 pixels

£175

The popular History
Scotland e-newsletter has
three promotional
slots available…

Enews panel spec -75 words, image/video url link
For Bespoke Enewsletter or eblast – a Super subject line
will also be required
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Book Publishers
The Historic Book Package can showcase your book
and target upto 130,000 engaged readers
The popular www.historyscotland.com website, and History Scotland email newsletters
and magazine give you the chance to promote your latest book to over 120,050 engaged
enthusiasts who love history and enjoy reading about Scotland and its colourful past.
We have book publisher packages to suit every budget…

Bronze Package (only £195 plus VAT)…
• Your ‘Book Spotlight’ panel featured on our regular ‘History Books’
email (up to 30 words, your logo or image, link to your website).
• 1 x social media post (facebook, instagram, twitter) promoting your
hotel and linking to your ‘hotel spotlight’ page.

Silver Package (only £445 plus VAT)…
All of the above, plus:
• Online book review or author interview with link to your website

Gold Package (only £795 plus VAT)…
All of the above, plus:
• A half page advertisement in History Scotland magazine
• Your title included in the ‘Recently Published’ column
in History Scotland magazine
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Clockwise from above left:
an Author Interview on the
historyscotland.com website; a
social media post promoting the
book; a full-page advertisement
in History Scotland magazine;
a promotional panel on the
History Scotland newsletter.

A moving account with historical fact interwoven with intelligent and well
thought out speculation to fill in the gaps of the historical narrative.
That’s Books and Entertainment

The historical details … are interesting and sound and it will doubtless find
willing readers among fans of works like Outlander and Into the Wilderness.
NetGalley

It was great to read something different and there seems to be a hint near
the end that there might be more to come from T.J Lovat … I can't wait
to see what else he comes up with.
NetGalley

Now available in hardback, paperback or e-book

www.troubador.co.uk/bookshop/
historical/son-of-a-jacobite/

Sales Manager: Sarah Hopton on 0113 200 2925 / 07590 880477
p68 HScotlandJan/Feb.indd 1
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History Scotland is available as an interactive digital
edition, allowing us to reach a worldwide audience.

Prince Leopold’s

The digital version is available on multiple platforms Pocketmags, Zinio and Readly on the following devices:

Edinburgh
new town

As an advertiser in the digital edition, we can provide
direct links to your website with a single tap, while
advertisements can include image galleries and videos
to create an engaging, interactive promotion.(Pocketmags
edition only)
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TARBAT MEDIEVAL BURIALS PROJECT

Tarbat Medieval
ALONE AT Burials project

A striking facial reconstruction forms the centrepiece of the launch of the Tarbat medieval burials
project, analysing five 15th-century male burials that include a unique six-headed burial

THE PICTISH
LANGUAGE
A HISTORY
OF GHOSTS

Scotland’s ever evolving
ideas of the spirit world

SEA FOR
9 DAYS

T

he historic site around
St Colman’s church,
Portmahomack,
in Ross-shire, was
excavated between
1994 and 2007 by the Tarbat
discovery programme. Now known
internationally as the first Pictish
monastery to be excavated, the
results of excavations also found
a wealth of evidence relating to
medieval Portmahomack. Excavation
of the interior of St Colman’s church
in 1997 in advance of its conversion
into the Tarbat Discovery Centre,
revealed 88 burials dating from the
13th to 16th centuries, while the
remains of a smithy were found in the
field adjacent. The Tarbat Discovery
Centre was opened in 1999 by HRH
the duke of Rothesay, and has since
become an award-winning museum
which continues to present the results
of the excavation to a wide audience
twenty years on.
The Tarbat medieval burials
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project is a collaborative project
involving specialists in archaeological
science who are analysing five male
burials thought to date to the 15th
century. The project, supported by
grants from Historic Environment
Scotland and the Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland, includes
facial reconstruction, radiocarbon
dating, stable isotope analysis to
understand diet and origin, and
ancient DNA analysis to understand
genetic heritage and explore possible
familial relationships.
The five burials include a unique
‘six-headed burial’ belonging to two
men, one of whom died violently
by the sword, and both of whom
were accompanied by four extra
skulls. This burial is thought to be
contemporary with an iron-working
smithy which was at work in the
field next to St Colman’s church
in the 15th century. The smithy
was involved in the upkeep and
production of bladed weapons,

Reconstruction of the
face of one of the men
who was part of a
‘six-headed’ burial in
the 15th century
A pair of late medieval
leather boots and
woollen hose
preserved with one of
the burials
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probably swords and other arms. The
face of one of the men in the sixheaded grave has been reconstructed
by specialists at the FaceLab,
Liverpool John Moores University.
Another burial in the group
belonged to a man who had been
buried in a wooden coffin wearing
clothes. The remains of both his
leather ankle boots and woollen leg
hose were preserved; they represent
a very rare survival and are the only
known surviving example from the
medieval period.
A spokesperson from the Tarbat
Historic Trust/Tarbat Discovery
Centre said: ‘The Tarbat medieval
burials project, based at Tarbat
Discovery Centre, highlights what
has already been achieved and
continues to reap rewards for
archaeologists all over the world. It
is incredible to think how important
the Tarbat Discovery Centre is in the
world of archaeology.
‘At a time when this museum,
along with all the other small
highland museums, are struggling
to compete with newer, more
centralised projects for direct funding
from government, this project is
putting this area back in the spotlight
on a national and international
level. People know us for our Pictish
monastery, but these burials are from
the later medieval period. They were
excavated over a decade ago, but as
research progresses they continue to
reveal their stories and help us to see
them as real flesh and blood people
of their time. As a museum, we
very much depend on income from
visitors, so we very much hope that
this exciting project will attract more
people to visit the centre’.
Tarbat Discovery Centre is open from
April to October and opening hours can
be found on the website: www.tarbatdiscovery.co.uk
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